
Program Notes and Texts – The Lost Country of Sight

"The Lost Country of Sight" is a setting of four poems by Neil Aitken in tribute to his
father. They portray the cyclical nature of life and relationships, serving as something of
a farewell, a look at the exile of the body to the earth, the spirit to the cosmos, a father to
the grave.

This piece is dedicated to Kenneth G. Aitken.

(…program notes by Neil Aitken…)

Kite Flying
Late summer, when the winds blew hard,
I would blend into the sand, while my father stood
at the edge of the beach. Watching the kite rise
against dark pines, the line which tethered it
to his hands, became invisible in the half-light of dusk.

How it pulled heavenward, falling then rising again,
always beyond reach. And he would stand gesturing,
as if calling a stray dog home. A secret spell,
something only he knew to wake the creature in the sky.
And when winds struck, it could seem
as if the whole kite would burst with longing to leave the earth.

What an old song this is—what flies above our heads
like a banner, a wish for the one who never comes home.

Halfway
It has been hours now. The sun long swallowed in a growing
bank of grey. Your body turned machine. The noiseless circle
of arms and feet and their thousand-fold revolutions. How long
have you pushed on, parting the cold waves anticipating that last stroke
forward, the one that ends in the earth, a foot in the weeds, or a voice
in the ear calling you free? How long till the water holds you fast
and claims you her own? And what now, what to do with the night sky
so full of nameless want and need?



Credo
Not so much the world, but what it signifies:
last year's rain still sleeping in the deepest wells,
or cherry trees arched over stone walls. Yearning.
The earth bent around a weathered pine. Old stoves
tipped and sleeping, iron rusting into green. Forgetting.
God is always in the places I cannot reach, be He blackbird
or raven. Even the geese guillotining the sky mean something
to the girl laid down in weeds. Someone is speaking in darkness,
a voice like sorrow, something like tin, the sun, even in sin, even then, I believe.
All night, our prayers rise like dust. Our voices reach like seed for rain.

I Dream My Father on the Shore

Outside, beneath the light of late October's candled sky
the weave of ash and maple burns. We stand silent on the graveled shore.
My father lifts his father’s ashes from its urn, a strangely heavy thing,
he seems to say, his arms swaying. Casting out into the long dark
as if to throw a line- we wait for some sound, a wave,
whatever marks the distance between a father and a son.

And when night comes, it comes without a tread, without a word.
The stars flicker in their endless retreat, more distant than before.
The harvest is long past, the apples have fallen to the orchard floors.
Even my father turning to go is almost lost to the reeds,
his figure no more than a pattern of light—a memory of a road
that winds through the darkness to our waiting ride home.


